Distinct movement parameters are represented by different neurons in the motor cortex.
Recent studies suggested that a single motor cortical neuron typically encodes multiple movement parameters, but parameters often display strong temporal interdependencies. To address this issue, we recorded single-unit activity while macaque monkeys made continuous movements and employed an analysis that explicitly considered temporal correlations between several kinematic parameters; hand position, velocity, and acceleration. We found that while the activity of almost all motor cortical neurons was modulated during movement, most neurons were related only to a single dominant parameter. The activity of different neurons covaried with different parameters with similar strength, but neurons related to velocity were far more common than neurons related to any other parameter. These results were obtained for neurons recorded in the primary motor (M1) and dorsal premotor (PMd) cortices. Although neural activity tended to precede movement and PMd activity tended to precede M1 activity, time lags were widely dispersed. Shoulder and elbow muscles had the same properties as neurons, but their activity strictly preceded movement. These results demonstrate single neuron specificity and heterogeneity within a population of neurons with respect to movement parameters and time lags. Our results suggest that distinct subsets of motor cortical neurons are involved in computations related to distinct movement parameters.